
The Power of Proof™:
The Registered Receipt™ email 
record is a durable, self-contained, 
and self-authenticating proof record 
of the entire email transaction, 
returned to the sender for each 
Registered Email™ sent.
The Registered Receipt™ 
authenticates and accurately 
reproduces the original email 
including attachments, without RMail 
or any third party storing a copy of 
the email, attachments or records.

HTML file reconstructs the 
transaction, is durable and 
self-contained.
Message status and metadata of 
the transaction is contained in XML 
format or can be extracted via API.
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Benefits: 
• The Registered Receipt™ is the only evidence that needs to be  
 stored to reconstruct the original transmission
• Self-authenticates without the need for third-party storage
• Reconstructs the entire transaction in native format, including   
 content and attachments
• Can be forwarded for recipients to authenticate
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The Authentication record 
reconstructs original email, 
including email content and 
attachments.

The Receipt Authentication 
record includes SMTP logs, 
SMTP history, HTTP records 
and DSN records.

Authentication Record:
Authentication Record: When 
a Registered Receipt™ email 
record is submitted to RMail, 
our systems authenticate 
the receipt's integrity and, 
if authentic, reconstruct the 
original message content 
along with forensic evidentiary 
transaction data. 

The Receipt Authentication 
record reconstructs the original 
transaction without any storage 
anywhere except the Registered 
Receipt itself. And, if the original 
email was sent encrypted, the 
reconstructed message content 
also proves fact of encrypted 
delivery.
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